Generic
All works to maintain noisy/quiet time periods. 10-12 & 2-4 (quiet), times can potentially be negotiated with appropriate Comms and prior agreement with Timetabling.

Timetabling have removed timetabled events from Tait Building from w/c 15th April through to 13th Sep were possible. Schedule generated of remaining timetabled activity (circulated to PMs). All possible exams removed from building for duration of works. Office based staff to remain in building, no respite or decant accommodation available.

Lecture rooms to be accessible for teaching from Friday 13th September with view to having everything operational by Monday 16th September ready for inductions. Inductions will need quiet working for 2 weeks leading into term 1 due to the volume of bookings required.

M&E Project
Roof works
- Low level impacts on all Level 3 areas. Works highlighted as extremely noisy to take place out of hours.

Lower Ground Floor
- Various works areas, extensive works at high level in CLG02 (aero lab) CLG01/CLG31 (double height space), Works to be scheduled in line with Tait SEMS project access

North East Risers – All floors
- Work in risers phased one riser at a time, were possible.
- Review to be undertaken with timetabling to book out rooms as required for access and noise impact.

SEMS Tait LGF Project
Generic – Main impact on local School, noise and access. School to accept disruption generated for own long term benefit.

Phase 2 – Continuation of phase 2 till August
Phase 3 – (Aug onwards) existing concrete lab.
- Works below Northampton square, Waterstones and SU welfare area. Work includes heavy structural alteration/demolitions. High level noise to take place out of hours.